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 (All of this is rather deep, so you should be clear about the concepts on your own time, but you'll get it eventually.) > We could
have a couple of icons for the > states and a canvas for the same. It would be easier if the styles didn't have to be defined in

html. You can define the styles in a stylesheet instead of a tag. (And then you can use a canvas as a parent rather than style it). In
this way, you can put all the initializations in one place and have them applied in the same order as defined by the state machine.
The two keys to getting this right are: - encode the state machine state with html (or, equivalently, CSS) - state transitions only
when you have data. That is, when you see '', decode the HTML to the previous state, and so on. This really pushes the problem

to another layer. > It would be easier if the styles didn't have to be defined in html. The biggest obstacle to this is the use of
"styles" in this context: it will tend to refer to CSS in most web pages. For the current implementation, I have provided HTML

which links to the correct style sheet for each state. I don't know if I will go this way, though. > When the 'transition' is triggered
by a user, we need to know > which "state" to transition to. > We could put it in the icon map, but then we need to figure out

how to update the icon when the state changes. I've only used this technique once before (on my site), and it worked quite well.
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However, I found it difficult to keep track of what changed in the system, and it took a fair amount of work to get it to work. If
you're coming from a language like Lisp, though, it may be easier to let the state machine update the state of the canvas directly.

That's what I've done so far, but I haven't yet made the data-transitions work. The order in which we update the canvas is: (1)
draw all the frames (2) draw all the lines (3) draw the arrows. 82157476af
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